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East meets
west
Stylish Asian architecture together with original
British design features were key elements used
to inspire the new high-end, Zen-like, MyDentist
practice in Wandsworth, writes Ellie Seymour
ppdentistry.com
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With its contemporary Asian-inspired shop front,
MyDentist in Wandsworth Town certainly adds interest to
an otherwise ordinary London high street. ‘We wanted our
new practice to have an earthy ‘Zen’ feel and I think the
design reflects this,’ says Dr Marcel Fung, a dentist at and founder of
the MyDentist brand. ‘The combination of slatted dark wood with glass
works well to create a look which is clean and minimal, yet elegant and
sophisticated.’
Dr Fung and his business partner, Sally, already have another
MyDentist practice in Earlsfield, South-west London, but were
keen to expand the MyDentist brand to enable them to carry out
multidisciplinary dentistry. They looked around for new premises for
a while, eventually choosing this site for several reasons. ‘We love this
new building for its size. It’s also well located on a high street near to
other local businesses, a train station and a residential area; which
together generate high foot fall.’

THE DESIGN PROCESS

Once Marcel and Sally had found the premises, they worked with
design company DDPC to help them create MyDentist Wandsworth,
and work in all their chosen design elements. ‘We wanted our second
practice to have a contemporary feel that would feel comfortable,
inviting and fresh as well as reflect the quality of our work,’ says Dr

Fung. ‘I also had a clear vision and my own ideas for the space, which
were realised together with DDPC by investing a lot of time in the
planning stage.’
DDPC’s brief was to create a luxury modern dental practice that would
attract high-end clientele looking for private dental care, with two
treatment rooms on the ground floor with room for a future treatment
room in the basement, which they met using a few key elements for
inspiration. ‘Dr Fung wanted a sleek and modern environment, so we
drew upon contemporary Asian architecture and interior design to add
a spa-like quality and create a harmonious contrast with the classical
detailing,’ says DDPC design director, Shirin Seehra.‘We especially drew
a lot of inspiration from the beautifully designed Alila Villas in Uluwater
in Bali,’ she says, ‘for their minimal, sleek, high-end style.’

ORIGINAL FEATURES

As a contrast, the original features within the actual building also gave
DDPC a basis for their design. ‘We were immediately struck by the large
ornate recess at the front of the building, which became our main
inspiration,’ says Shirin. ‘Rather than removing existing features within
a building, sometimes it’s really important to consider their worth and
potential for creating a remarkable and memorable interior,’ she says.
‘Quite often a design is made even more spectacular and interesting if
the existing architecture of the building is used.’
Simple furniture was designed for the reception area to contrast with
this ornate ceiling detail. ‘The reception desk tapered to the floor to
create strong angles reflecting the chamfered corners of the ceiling
recess above,’ says Shirin. ‘For seating in the reception, we created a
long bench with soft tan leather cushions and an internally illuminated
glass-fronted recess above the seat,’ says Shirin.
Was it a challenge to create such a seamless looking space?
‘The design is minimal so you’d expect the design process to be
straightforward,’ says Shirin, ‘but it was actually quite the opposite! All
the elements, such as the bold pieces of furniture, had to be scaled
and put the right place in the room, which took several attempts,
sketches and technical drawings. But it’s all part of the process,’ she
says. ‘We were successful because we prepared well and worked
closely to accurate plans and elevations of the premises,’ she says.
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With most of the time spent on the design process, the actual
build took three months and was straightforward without any
major challenges, although Dr Fung kept a careful eye on budget.
‘Maintaining costs was one of the hard parts of the project’, says Dr
Fung. ‘There were a few things we had to compromise on and a few
items from the original design that we could afford to incorporate, but
I’m still pleased with the results!’
The reception ceiling is one of Dr Fung’s favourite features of the
finished practice, as well as the contrasting pendant shade sourced
by Shirin. ‘Patients always comment on how beautiful the ceiling and
pendant are,’ he says. ‘I love the way they give a certain elegance to the
reception. But I also love the wooden doors which give an earthy, rather
than clinical feel to the area.’
‘The award-winning pendant above the desk is designed by Marcel
Wanders and seems the natural choice for this space. ‘It’s perfect
because it combines traditional and contemporary elements – which
is really what the interior is all about. While the exterior is a clean dome
shape, its interior has a delicate detail which acts as a focal point,’ says
Shirin. The main entrance door also acts as a focal point. ‘It’s oversized
in height to add drama to the frontage which gives an early insight
about the practice’s design – which is all about bold and contrasting
elements working together to create a unique patient experience.’

